
Complete each sentence using a suitable collocation from the box.

8) Edward had to with Gregory about the playtime.

2) It didn't take long for Vivian to a brilliant holiday idea.

3) With Grandma going back to Rome, all the fun had .

5) You will pass the test, if you .

6) Mr. Dyer reprimanded Kevin for to the class.

9) The player and the sponsors have about the payment.

10) My laptop, which has been out order for over a week, has !nally

.

7) It's greatly encouraging that Mrs. Susan is from her 

break.

1) as there was an extraMr. Johnson asked everyone to

lesson scheduled.

4) Valentina found it hard to her favorite team's early 

exit.

come to terms withcome to a compromise

come preparedcome up withcoming back

come earlycome to an end coming late came to life

come to an agreement
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Complete each sentence using a suitable collocation from the box.

8) Edward had to with Gregory about the playtime.come to a compromise

2) It didn't take long for Vivian to a brilliant holiday idea.come up with

3) With Grandma going back to Rome, all the fun had .come to an end

5) You will pass the test, if you .come prepared

6) Mr. Dyer reprimanded Kevin for to the class.coming late 

9) The player and the sponsors have about the payment.come to an agreement

10) My laptop, which has been out order for over a week, has !nally

come to life .

7) It's greatly encouraging that Mrs. Susan is from her coming back

break.

1) as there was an extraMr. Johnson asked everyone to come early

lesson scheduled.

4) Valentina found it hard to her favorite team's early come to terms with

exit.

come to terms withcome to a compromise

come preparedcome up withcoming back

come earlycome to an end coming late came to life

come to an agreement

Answer key
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